We applied seismic interferometry (SI) by crosscorrelation to ambient-noise panels recorded in the Mizil area, Romania, aiming to retrieve body-wave reflections. To achieve this goal, surface waves in the noise panels input to SI should be suppressed. We did this by selecting for input to SI-only noise panels that are not dominated by surface waves; the selection was either after visual inspection in the time domain or after automatic slowness evaluation on crosscorrelated panels. The latter used the slowness of arrivals passing through the virtual-source position at time 0 s. We discovered that the automatic slowness-evaluation method allows better retrieval of reflections. From the retrieved reflection gathers, we obtained stacked images of the subsurface. Comparing the SI images to a stacked image from active-source data, we concluded that some retrieved events correspond to reflectors in the active seismic section, including known geologic markers. In a previous application of SI to ambient noise, the retrieved reflections exhibited frequency content lower than that of active data. In our results, the frequency content of the SI retrieved data was comparable to the one of the active data.
INTRODUCTION
Seismic interferometry (SI) is known as a method that can retrieve the Green's function between two stations from crosscorrelation of recorded responses at these stations from surrounding sources. In the following sections, we show results from application of this method to ambient seismic noise for retrieval of reflections. The SI method is based on the acoustic daylight-imaging principle proposed by Claerbout (1968) for a 1D medium and which autocorrelates the transmission response from a deep noise source. Later, the 1D method was extended to a general 3D medium using reciprocity theorems of the correlation and convolution type (Wapenaar et al., 2002; van Manen et al., 2005; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006 ) and using stationary-phase analysis (Snieder, 2004) . This resulted in the development of a robust theory that describes the retrieval of the full 3D Green's function from crosscorrelations, meaning the retrieval of surface and body waves (including reflections). SI by crosscorrelation can be applied to naturally occurring transient or noise sources, but also to active man-made sources (Schuster, 2001; Bakulin and Calvert, 2004; Schuster et al., 2004) . Even though the theory was developed for a lossless medium surrounded by a boundary of sources, Snieder (2007) shows that Green's function can still be retrieved if the receivers are surrounded by a complete volume of sources and the source density is proportional to the intrinsic losses. Having a complete volume of sources would be difficult to achieve in the field. Because of this, alternatives have been proposed. Instead of using crosscorrelation, SI can be applied using crossconvolution (Slob et al., 2007; Halliday and Curtis, 2009) , but this requires that one of the receivers be outside of the enclosing boundary sources. Another alternative is to use trace deconvolution Snieder, 2008a, 2008b) . The SI by trace deconvolution is based on an idea proposed by Riley and Claerbout (1976) . Bitri et al. (2011) compared the SI responses obtained using crosscorrelation and trace deconvolution on surfacewave signals generated by controlled-noise sources. They showed that reliable dispersion curves of the surface waves could be obtained by both methods, but that SI responses obtained by trace deconvolution are better, increasing the accuracy of the S-wave velocity distribution derived from the analysis of the surface waves. SI can also be applied by multidimensional deconvolution (Wapenaar et al., 2008) . The advantage of using multidimensional deconvolution is that in addition to taking intrinsic losses into account, it can also compensate for inhomogeneous illumination from the sources .
These SI methods retrieve the Green's function between two receivers. But the SI process can also be applied to retrieve the Green's function between two sources or between a source and receiver, where the receiver has not recorded the signal from that source (so-called source-receiver interferometry, Curtis and Halliday, 2010) .
Even though SI by crosscorrelation for retrieval of Green's function between two receivers has its shortcomings, it is a very stable and easy-to-apply method. That is why it has gained popularity quickly, including for retrieval of surface waves from ambient noise generated by sources located near or at the earth's surface (e.g., Shapiro and Campillo, 2004; Sabra et al., 2005) . The retrieved surface waves can be further used as input data for regional tomographic imaging (Shapiro et al., 2005; Yao et al., 2006) or monitoring changes in volcanic chambers (Sens-Schönfelder and Wegler, 2006; Brenguier et al., 2008) .
SI by crosscorrelation can also be used to retrieve body-wave arrivals from passive seismic. This has been done using teleseismic arrivals (Ravi Kumar and Bostock, 2006; Tonegawa et al., 2009; Ruigrok et al., 2011) , but also using ambient noise. Roux et al. (2005) succeed in retrieving diving P-waves in such a way. Crosscorrelation of recorded ambient noise has also resulted in the retrieval of body-wave reflections (Hohl and Mateeva, 2006; Draganov et al., 2007; Draganov et al., 2009; Zhan et al., 2010; Ruigrok et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2012) . Note that retrieval of body waves by SI with ambient noise has proved more difficult, as the body-wave noise is normally drowned out by the much stronger surface-wave noise. To enhance retrieved body-wave arrivals, the surface waves should be suppressed. This can be done by choosing a specific frequency band, where the body waves are dominant (Ruigrok et al., 2011) ; by choosing specific intrastation distances, e.g., close to the critical angle for the S-wave reflections (Zhan et al., 2010) ; and by groups of receivers (Draganov et al., 2009) .
If the reflection response of the subsurface is retrieved from ambient noise or teleseismic arrivals for different positions of the virtual sources and the receivers, one can proceed to process the reflection data to extract information about the geologic structure in the investigated area. This can be achieved using stacking and migration techniques as commonly used in the exploration seismology. The reflected and refracted energy in the correlated panels and virtual common-source gathers can be analyzed to determine the velocity distribution into the subsurface (King and Curtis, 2011) .
In the following, we use SI by crosscorrelation to retrieve reflected waves from ambient-noise recordings. As mentioned above, the retrieved reflected waves might be weaker than retrieved surface waves. Draganov et al. (2010a) show that crosscorrelating only those parts of the ambient noise, which contain identifiable body-wave noise, results in stronger retrieved reflections. We follow this approach and inspect the noise to separate it into surface-wave and body-wave dominated parts. We then use the latter part to retrieve reflection arrivals and proceed to obtain stacked sections of the subsurface.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PASSIVE SEISMIC SURVEY
The passive seismic survey was performed in the Mizil area, Romania, which is close to the seismically active Campulung-SinaiaVrancea zone (Figure 1 ). Two types of earthquakes occur in this area, namely shallow earthquakes, with hypocenters located between 20 and 60 km depth and magnitude lower than 5.6, and intermediate earthquakes, with hypocenters located between 60 and 200 km depth and magnitude up to 7.4 or even higher (Oncescu and Bonjer, 1997) . The continuous seismic activity present in this area provides significant amounts of data that contain information about the seismic reflectivity and the elastic parameters of the subsurface and makes it very attractive for an SI experiment for retrieval of reflected body waves from ambient noise. The passive measurements were taken on 24 April 2009. During April 2009, numerous earthquakes occurred and we indicate their epicenters in Figure 1 by the light gray dots.
Another reason for performing the passive measurements in this area was the availability of active-source seismic reflection data with multiple sources recorded along a profile, which crossed the town of Mizil (Figure 2 ). These data are used for comparison with the SI results.
The ambient-noise acquisition was done over a period of 6 h using two Geodes seismic recorders (Geometrics) with 24 verticalcomponent geophones each; the natural frequency of the geophones was 4.5 Hz. The geophones were planted along two orthogonal directions (northeast and northwest), where one of the directions was parallel to the active-source seismic reflection lines (Figure 2 ). The geophones were spaced at 2.5 m and were labeled with field numbers G1 to G24 on both lines starting from the eastern-most and the northern-most positions on the northeast and northwest lines, respectively. The time-sampling interval was 1 ms, allowing the recording of arrivals with frequencies up to 500 Hz. Autosaving of the recorded ambient noise was done after each second. The recorded seismic energy was due to natural (possibly weak earthquakes) and anthropogenic sources (e.g., passing cars, trains, etc.). Due to the field conditions, the geophone lines were placed approximately 1 km away from a railway, which represented a source of occasional strong coherent noise (surface waves) seen on the records. Some passive records contain surface-wave noise generated by cars passing infrequently along a secondary road situated in the vicinity of the geophone lines (Figure 2 ). Quality control of the recorded noise was performed in the field to verify that the measurements were performed properly.
ANALYSIS OF THE PASSIVE DATA
The passive seismic data are represented by 1183 ambient-noise panels of 16 s length. To obtain these, the 1 s noise panels recorded in the field were vertically concatenated to 16 s panels for easier further handling.
As a first step in the analysis of the noise, we look at the spectrum of the noise for possible identification of bands where the bodywave noise might not be completely covered by surface-wave arrivals. Figure 3 shows the spectra up to 60 Hz for the (a) northeast and (b) northwest line. The spectra were obtained by summation of all the traces in a noise panel and Fourier transformation. This is repeated for all noise panels, and the separate spectra are summed together. By summation of the traces in a noise panel before Fourier transform, we aim to suppress the random (noncoherent along the traces) part of the recorded noise (e.g., instrument noise) and to suppress surface waves, but to preserve the possible body-wave arrivals in the noise, which are almost horizontal in each panel due to its limited offset range. SI uses the latter to retrieve the arrivals between the seismic stations. For the northeast line, we can see strong amplitudes up to 11 Hz. From previous experiments with noise data, but also from the active data in the area, we attribute these to anthropogenically generated surface-wave noise. Note that along the northwest line the energy up to 10 Hz is not that strong, even though it again dominates the spectrum. Due to the presence of this energy, we choose to look at the noise above 11 Hz. Above 11 Hz and up to approximately 25 Hz, the amplitude spectrum gradually weakens and around 28 Hz is at its lowest level. Above that frequency, the amplitude slowly increases again up to the peak at 50 Hz, the latter caused by the power lines in the area. Looking at the amplitude spectrum of a shot gather recorded along the active profile AS approximately 3 km from the passive survey, we notice strong amplitudes between 15 and 22 Hz (Figure 3c ). This is likely caused by the used sources, but also by the intrinsic losses in the subsurface. Nevertheless, seeing that the active data have their main energy in this frequency interval and that the passive data also have possibly body-wave noise in the same interval is encouraging because it means that if we succeed to retrieve reflections from the ambient noise, they would be comparable in frequency content to the active data. Because of all these features, we choose to concentrate our search for body-wave noise in the frequency band between 11 and 23 Hz. The higher limit is dictated by the lack of energy above 30 Hz; the apparent increase in the amplitudes in the spectra is caused by the build-up of the peak at 50 Hz and by the presence of a weaker peak in the spectra around 25 Hz (resulting from the 50-Hz peak), which we want to avoid. Note that in the interval from 11 to 23 Hz, the amplitude spectra of the active and the passive data are quite similar.
We display in Figure 4 examples of ambient-noise panels (filtered between 11 and 23 Hz). The panels in Figure 4a -4d are clearly dominated by surface-wave noise because at least along one of the perpendicular lines, the events exhibit linear moveout with relatively low apparent velocity. The panels in Figure 4e and 4f show arrivals that have very high apparent velocities along both perpendicular lines and thus are not surface waves. Mizil is a small town with a population of approximately 16,000 inhabitants with agriculture as the main activity and very little industry. The traffic to and from the town, even during the day hours when the passive measurements were performed, was low. Still, the roads and railway acted as sources of strong surface waves even in the chosen frequency band (see Figure 4a -4d for examples). For the case of the noise panels displayed in Figure 4a -4d, we obtained values for the surface-wave velocities ranging between 150 and 290 m∕s. The same surfacewave arrivals exhibit linear and hyperbolic moveout on the two orthogonal lines due to the position of the noise sources with respect to each of the geophone lines. Nevertheless, we can see in Figure 4e and 4f that in the chosen frequency band some of the noise panels are not dominated by surface waves. The horizontal arrivals on both panels actually represent body-wave noise.
The ambient-noise panels are used as input data for SI by crosscorrelation. Depending on the type of wave, we want to retrieve, Figure 2 . Map of the Mizil area showing the position of the passive experiment (the gray rectangle) (AS, active seismic reflection line (the thick white line); NR, national road; SR, secondary road; RW, railway line -all three are indicated also by the thick gray lines. The white star indicates the location of the source for the active shot record whose spectrum is shown in Figure 3c . The inset shows the geometry of the passive array, consisting of two orthogonal lines of 24 vertical geophones (labeled with field numbers G1 to G24) spaced at 2.5 m. The black part on the AS indicates the projection of the coordinates of the northwest passive line. Source of the map: http://maps.google.com. Reflection retrieval from ambient noise Q33 surface or reflected wave the ambient-noise panels can be considered suitable or not suitable for retrieval (Draganov et al., 2010a (Draganov et al., , 2013 . For example, if we want to retrieve surface waves, the noise panels displayed in Figure 4a -4d are suitable as an input to SI, but if we want to retrieve reflected waves, then the same noise panels are not suitable because they are dominated by surface waves and after crosscorrelation retrieved surface waves will dominate the SI result. Any possible reflection information would be buried under the retrieved surface waves. On the other hand, the ambient-noise panels in Figure 4e and 4f are suitable for retrieval of reflections because they contain body-wave noise. Figure 5a and 5b shows the frequency-wavenumber spectrum of the unfiltered surface-wave dominated noise panels from Figure 4a and 4b, respectively. Note that we do not apply here frequency band-pass filtering to show that surface-wave energy, characterized by the inclined lines, is present along the complete frequency spectrum. The 2.5 m receiver spacing implies that surface-wave noise above approximately 25 Hz is spatially aliased. Therefore, using a high-cut filter at 23 Hz avoids the risk of selecting surface-wave energy that is spatially aliased. 
RESULTS FROM THE APPLICATION OF SEISMIC INTERFEROMETRY
where G z;z ðx A ; x B ; AEtÞ denote Green's function and its time-reversed version measured in the vertical direction at x A due to a vertical source at x B , t denotes time, v obs;i z represents the component of the particle velocity recorded in the vertical direction in the ith noise panel, sðtÞ stands for the averaged autocorrelation of the source time function of the noise sources, N is the number of noise panels used, and the asterisk denotes convolution. We have adapted equation 1 from Wapenaar and Fokkema (2006) , by exchanging the ensemble average in the original relation with summation over the available noise panels.
Retrieval of surface waves from ambient noise
As discussed by Draganov et al. (2010a Draganov et al. ( , 2013 , correlation of noise panels characterized by dominant surface-wave noise would mainly retrieve surface waves, whereas retrieval of reflections would result from correlation of noise panels with dominant or at least identifiable body-wave noise. The same authors also show that by inspecting visually the recorded noise and separating it into surface-wave dominated and body-wave dominated, they could improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the retrieved reflection arrivals. We also follow this procedure for separation of the passive records in noise panels with and without dominant surface waves. As a first step, we do this using visual inspection by displaying the noise records in the time domain after band-pass filtering between 11 and 23 Hz. A short length of the recorded noise (one noise panel of 16 s) is visualized simultaneously along the northeast and northwest lines. If the noise is not dominated by surface waves on both lines, then this noise panel is input for further retrieval of reflections; otherwise, it is input for further retrieval of surface waves. As a result, we obtain two subsets -one with dominant surface waves, of approximately 2 h length in total, and a second without dominant surface waves of approximately 4 h total length (786 noise panels). A disadvantage of splitting the data is that we are left with a smaller number of noise panels for the application of SI for each wave mode. This might lead to weaker body-wave arrivals being missed because they are below the correlation-noise level.
We apply equation 1 to the surface-wave-dominated data set in the following way. First, all 16 s noise panels are energy normalized. Then, a master trace is chosen -this is the trace at the location of which we will obtain a virtual source (x B in equation 1). The master trace from one noise panel is correlated with all the traces of the same panel (multiple traces x A in equation 1) to obtain a correlated panel (the quantity inside the summation sign in equa- tion 1). This is repeated for all selected noise panels, and the resulting correlated panels are summed together. Each noise panel contains 24 traces, which is the maximum number of geophones on each of the passive lines. The SI responses are obtained following the described-above correlation and summation operation resulting in 24 summed correlated panels (24 virtual commonsource gathers with retrieved results at positive and negative times).
To obtain the final virtual common-source gathers, summation of the causal and acausal times of the summed correlated panels could be done. Theory states that if the noise sources illuminate the passive array from all directions with equal strength (homogeneous illumination), the causal and acausal parts will be retrieved and will be equal. The SI response can then be obtained by taking either of the two parts. When the illumination is not homogeneous, some parts of Green's function might be retrieved only at causal times and some parts only at acausal times, meaning that more complete virtual-source gathers might be obtained by summing the timereversed acausal part with the causal part. In our study, the latter is also the case, especially for the surface-wave noise. There are two dominant illumination directions for surface-wave energy, namely, the secondary road and the railway (Figure 2 ). Due to the short lengths of the lines and relatively simple subsurface geology, known from the active exploration survey, instead of summing the complete causal and time-reversed acausal parts, we apply the approach from Ruigrok et al. (2011) and use (concatenated) parts of the positive and parts of the negative times. Assuming a (nearly) horizontally layered subsurface, a plane wave incident with a dip in the direction of the increasing geophone numbers after application of SI will result in a retrieval of a plane wave as well with the same dip. The retrieved plane wave will be passing through the trace of the virtual source at 0 s. Due to the preserved dip, the retrieved plane wave will be present only at negative times for geophone number smaller than the number of the virtual-source geophone and only at positive times for geophones with number bigger than the number of the virtual-source geophone. If the negative-time part of the retrieved plane wave is taken and flipped in time, it would be identical (in a traveltime sense) to a retrieved plane wave with a dip opposite to the original incident plane wave. A plane wave with such opposite dip would normally be retrieved at positive times by the application of SI to an incident plane wave with a dip in the direction of the decreasing geophone numbers. This means that use of the method of Ruigrok et al. (2011) , i.e., of using the positive times to one side of the virtual source and of the flipped-intime negative times to the other side of the virtual source, would effectively result in balanced illumination from both sides of the array. In our case, for the northeast line, the main surface-wave illumination is from the secondary road (the railroad-related noise is present on few panels). Because of this, for geophones with a station number greater than the number of the mastertrace geophone, we use the retrieved time-reversed acausal times, while for geophones with a lower station number, we use the causal times.
The virtual common-source gathers obtained for the master trace at geophones G1, G6, G12, G18, and G24 are displayed in Figure 6 . We observe clear surface waves characterized by high amplitudes and similar velocities. Note that the retrieved surface-wave arrivals cover the complete noise panel. This is due to the spatial and temporal correlation of the main sources of surface-wave noise. No other retrieved arrivals can be distinguished, which confirms that when noise dominated by surface wave is crosscorrelated, only surface waves would be retrieved, even if body-wave noise is present.
As mentioned above, rejecting noise panels might result in weaker reflections not being retrieved above the correlation-noise level. Because the total number of the noise panels with dominant surface waves amounts to length approximately one-third of the total length of the recorded noise, it would be better to suppress the surface-wave noise and use also these panels for retrieval of reflections. We use array forming to attempt to attenuate the surface waves. The responses of two types of arrays were computed: arrays with five and 12 elements. Having single-sensor records, the array response can be computed in two steps (Hoffe et al., 2002; Panea and Drijkoningen, 2008) . First, we sum as many traces as the desired number of array elements and then we resample the output at the desired group interval. The group interval is the distance between two consecutive arrays. For our data, due to the small number of geophones used in the field for data acquisition, the group interval is equal to the geophone spacing to output as many traces as possible. The array with five elements suppresses arrivals with wavenumbers between 0.08 m −1 and 0.32 m −1 , whereas the array with 12 elements suppresses arrivals with wavenumbers between 0.033 m −1 and 0.366 m −1 . In Figure 7 , we display the results of the array-forming with five and 12 elements in the time-space and frequency-wavenumber domains for an unfiltered noise panel recorded along the northeast line. The wavenumber transform was along the northeast line as well. Comparing the results of the array forming, we see that the suppression of the surface waves is more successful after array forming with 12 elements. This suppression is clear on the fre- Figure 6 . Retrieved common-source gathers along the northeast line from noise panels with dominant surface waves selected after visual inspection of the recorded ambient noise. The virtual source is at geophones (a) G1, (b) G6, (c) G12, (d) G18, and (e) G24 for the northeast line. For visualization purposes, the panels are shown after application of automatic gain control with a time window of 0.5 s.
quency-wavenumber spectrum of the array response compared to the frequency-wavenumber spectrum of the noise panel from Figure 5a . The remaining surface waves are still strong in amplitude after array-forming with five elements. For this reason, arrayforming with five elements is not sufficient in our case. Even though the array-forming with 12 elements shows promising results, for future use of this technique, one has to bear in mind that it might be dangerous as well. Any surface-wave events arriving from the offline direction, such as the railway-related noise, might be recorded along the northeast line as nearly horizontal arrivals. As the array forming is applied only along the northeast line, such flat arrivals will not be weakened, but on the contrary, they will be amplified. After SI, such events might be misinterpreted as reflections that are brought forward. This means that it would be better to perform such array forming using a 2D grid if the acquisition geometry allows.
Retrieval of body-wave reflections from ambient noise
Now, we apply SI to the visually separated data set that contains noise panels without dominant surface waves (in the selected frequency band between 11 and 23 Hz). The SI responses were computed using equation 1 for both passive lines. The computation is done in the same way as for the surface waves.
In Figure 8 , we display the summed correlated panels for master traces at geophones G1, G6, G12, G18, and G24 for noise recorded along the northeast line. The retrieved causal and acausal times are displayed for clarity only from -1 to 1 s. Figure 8 shows nearly horizontal events, which might be retrieved reflected arrivals. These arrivals are nearly linear with a dominant inclination in the direction of increasing geophone numbers. The hyperbolic shape of any retrieved body-wave reflection would be difficult to observe due to the short line length (57.5 m). Furthermore, possible preferred illumination of the geophones from certain directions would result in incomplete retrieval of the reflections and possibly contribute to their apparent flatness. The summed crosscorrelation results also exhibit surface waves, and some of them are characterized by significant amplitude and continuity, for example, the inclined events in Figure 8d at geophone numbers 1-12 and times from 0-0.4 s and in Figure 8e at geophone numbers 1-20 and times 0-1 s. The last step in obtaining retrieved virtual common-source gathers is the use of the causal and acausal times of the correlated panels. Due to the present dominant inclination of the retrieved arrivals (but also the short length of the line and the relatively simple subsurface geology), we again apply the approach of Ruigrok et al. (2011) : For geophones with a field number smaller than the number of the master-trace geophone, we use the retrieved time-reversed acausal times, whereas for geophones with a higher field number, we use the causal times. These two parts are concatenated to obtain a final retrieved shot gather. In Figure 9 , we display the final SI results obtained following this approach. For visualization purposes, the results are displayed after multiplying each time sample by its corresponding time and then applying clipping. The time interval 0-0.6 s exhibits clear possible reflected waves characterized by strong amplitude. Very clear events can be seen also in the time interval 1.5-2 s. An interesting weak, but continuous event, can be seen at approximately 1.36 s.
Time-variant spectral whitening (not shown) was applied on the retrieved common-source gathers, in addition to the band-pass frequency filtering. The whitening, though, did not result in enhancement of the possible retrieved bodywave reflected waves, possibly due to the spectrum already being quite balanced.
The obtained virtual common-source gathers are further processed using a standard exploration-seismic flow to obtain a stacked seismic section of the subsurface. We used a simple processing flow based on that used for the processing of the active seismic data. We resort the retrieved virtual data into common-midpoint (CMP) gathers, perform interactive velocity analysis on the CMP gathers using semblances, apply normal moveout correction, and stack the so-corrected traces in each of the gathers (Yilmaz, 1999) . The interactive velocity analysis was done using velocities from active seismic data as guidance. The velocity model was used to compute and apply the normal-moveout correction and for stacking of traces from the CMP gathers. In Figure 10a , we display at the proper horizontal scale the passive section overlaid on the section obtained from the active data. In Figure 2 , the active seismic line is indicated by the white long line labeled AS. Due to the fairly horizontal subsurface layering, the distance of approximately 3 km between the two sections will not influence the interpretation. By comparing both sections, we note that several reflections on the active section can be traced on the passive section. This means that we have imaged several subsurface reflectors using the ambient noise, including main geologic markers present in the sedimentary cover at the two-way traveltimes of 0.2 and 1.9 s. Another marker at 1.6 s is possibly also imaged, but that is not unambiguously conclusive from the passive section because there is interference at that time from another event, possibly a remnant from the retrieved surface waves.
Even though the results retrieved from the noise are fair, we consider that they can be improved by using a different way of separating the noise panels into parts with and without dominant surface waves. Almagro Vidal et al. (2011a Vidal et al. ( , 2011b ) present a method to perform this selection automatically using slowness diagnostics of the dominant energy. The evaluation is performed for each correlated panel. The method uses arrivals in a correlated panel that pass through the virtual-source position at t ¼ 0 s; the collection of these arrivals represent the virtual-source function (van der Neut, 2013) . Such arrivals are retrieved from correlation at the master trace and the rest of the traces in a noise panel of the same arrival, in contrast, for example, to a retrieval of reflections, which result from correlation of a primary at the master trace with its free-surface multiple at the other traces. The virtual-source function contains information about the arrivals that have been correlated and are dominant (surface waves or body waves). To extract this information, for each correlated panel, the events in the virtual-source function are summed along slownesses taken to pass through t ¼ 0s. If the maximum amplitude corresponds to a slowness value located between predefined slowness limits, the correlated panel is kept for further computation of the SI response aimed at retrieval of reflections. If this is not the case, the correlated panel is rejected from further use.
We applied this method using slowness limits of +0.001 and −0.001 s∕m. These slownesses correspond to apparent velocities of 1000 m∕s, which is above the maximum inline surface-wave velocity of 290 m∕s. We chose these values so we can also reject dominant surface-wave noise that arrives at some angle to both orthogonal lines (up to approximately 70°). The automatic evaluation was done separately for the northeast and northwest lines. In Figure 11a and 11b, we display the results of the slowness evaluation per correlated panel for the northeast and northwest lines, respectively. Each gray horizontal line represents the slowness evaluation for one correlated panel. The cross along each line in- Figure 9 . Retrieved common-source gathers from the corresponding panels in Figure 8 after summing parts of the causal and time-reversed acausal times. dicates the peak slowness for this correlated panel. A correlated panel is selected for further reflection retrieval only if the crosses for both orthogonal lines fall within the chosen limits. This means that along both lines, the apparent velocities correspond to the velocities of the body waves and thus avoid the risk of also selecting arrivals such as the ones in Figure 4a and 4b. After this evaluation, 720 band-pass-filtered noise panels, which is approximately 3.5 h of passive data, are selected for the computation of the SI responses. The arrivals contained by the selected noise panels are characterized by slowness values ranging from -0.0005 to þ0.0005 s∕m, which means apparent velocities of 2000 m∕s and higher. Most of the events have apparent velocities between 2200 and 5400 m∕s.
From the slowness analysis, we now know the dominant slowness for each of the selected correlated panels. As explained above, due to the simple subsurface, we can now follow the method of Ruigrok et al. (2011) per selected correlated panel and use (concatenate) only specific parts of its retrieved positive and negative times. After that, the correlated panels are summed together to retrieve virtual common-source gathers.
In Figure 12a -12e, we display the virtual common-source gathers obtained for the master trace at geophones G1, G6, G12, G18, and G24 along the northeast line. The gathers are displayed after multiplying each sample by its corresponding time and then clipping. The time interval 0-0.6 s exhibits clear possible reflected waves characterized by strong amplitude. We can also see clear retrieved arrivals later than 1.2 s. These arrivals are present on all retrieved common-source gathers.
The virtual common-source gathers obtained for master trace at geophones G1, G6, G12, G18, and G24 on the northwest line are also displayed in Figure 12f -12j. Their arrival times are identical with those of the possible reflections seen on the gathers obtained along the northeast line. This coincidence in the arrival time is interpreted as confirmation that these arrivals can be considered as retrieved reflected waves. By comparing the virtual common-source gathers obtained on the northeast and northwest lines, we see that in the time interval 1-1.6 s the retrieved reflection arrivals are clearer along the northwest line.
Next, the retrieved virtual common-source gathers are processed using the same processing flow and parameters for the processing of the gathers obtained after the visual inspection of the noise. The resulting stacked section is shown in Figure 10b overlaid again on the stacked section from the active data.
Comparing the passive seismic sections displayed in Figure 10a and 10b, we see that the events in the latter are clearer and more continuous, for example, the geologic markers at 0.2, 1.25, 1.6, and 1.9 s. The geologic markers at 1.25 and 1.6 s are now clearly interpretable on the passive stacked section in Figure 10b , whereas in Figure 10a , they are not. We attribute the better results to the better suppression of surface waves in the retrieval process when the automatic slowness evaluation was applied to the noise. Comparing the active and passive sections displayed in Figure 10b , we can see that most of the reflectors from the active data can be followed to the passive section; for example, the packet of reflections seen in the two-way traveltime intervals 0.2-0.4 s and 1.25-2.0 s.
The comparison between the active and the two passive sections in Figure 10 also reveals that there are differences as well. Concentrating on the passive section in Figure 10b , because its imaged results are clearer to interpret, we can see the difference in the retrieved amplitudes, but also in some retrieved arrivals that are not unambiguously interpretable in the active data. This might be explained in several ways.
One explanation is that it is possible to have different acousticimpedance contrasts on the geologic interfaces from the area where the passive data were recorded compared to lower contrasts in the area where the active data were recorded. This might explain, at least partly, the differences in amplitudes. On the other hand, previous geologic and geophysical studies in the area show that the geologic structures are represented by horizontal sedimentary layers with relatively small lateral variations in facies and lithology. This would make such changes in amplitudes and imaged arrivals not that likely.
Another explanation might be in the use in the retrieval process of the SI relation 1, which is approximate. According to the theory, to retrieve the correct Green's function between the geophones, one would need a monopole and a dipole source in the subsurface at the same source positions. This, of course, is unlikely to happen, so amplitude errors are expected. This might explain the difference in the amplitudes. Another possible result from the application of the approximate relation 1 is that ghost (nonphysical) arrivals are retrieved. The arrival at around 0.5 s in Figure 10b might be a ghost. It might be retrieved, for example, due to the violation of the assumptions that the boundary sources in the subsurface effectively enclose the receivers and that the medium outside this source boundary is not causing backscattering that reaches the receivers. If any of these assumptions are violated, ghosts will be retrieved. When there is backscattering reaching the receivers, but the source distribution is sufficiently random in the vertical direction, the ghosts due to the backscattering will be suppressed (Draganov et al., 2006) . Because we can see only a few possible prominent ghosts, the latter might be the case.
Both passive evaluation methods ensure that panels with bodywave noise are selected. The body waves might be reflected arrivals, but they might also be diving or refracted energy. After crosscorrelation, the diving and refracted energy will contribute to the retrieval only of diving and refracted waves, respectively. Due to the short length of our receiver lines, such arrivals will not be retrieved. In certain situations, however, the crosscorrelation of refracted energy might result in the retrieval of ghost arrivals as well. This might happen when the assumptions of smooth medium-parameter changes along the source boundary and/or energy reaching the receivers that does not leave the sources approximately perpendicular to their boundary (farfield assumption) are violated. In such cases, crosscorrelation of the first refracted arrivals would result in the retrieval of the so-called virtual refraction (Dong et al., 2006; Tatanova et al., 2008; Mikesell et al., 2009; Nichols and van Wijk, 2011) . Such events pass through the virtual-source position at time t ¼ 0 s, exhibit inclination, and cannot be misinterpreted as possible retrieved reflections. On the other hand, crosscorrelation of the first refraction with its free-surface multiple would result in a virtual-refraction arrival that does not pass through t ¼ 0 s. Such a nonphysical arrival would be parallel to the earlier one and would appear later in time, delayed with the time of a critical reflection from the surface to the refraction layer. Such arrivals will show up at erroneous times in the retrieved stacked section when compared to the active section and might also be misinterpreted as possible retrieved reflectors.
DISCUSSION
In the previous section, we show results from the retrieval of reflections from ambient seismic noise. To bring forward the reflection arrivals above the otherwise dominant retrieved surface-wave arrivals, we use frequency band-pass filtering together with selection of which parts of the noise should be correlated. The selection is done using visual inspection and automatic slowness evaluation. Even though the results from both methods showed final results that allow interpretation of reflectors, the latter evaluation resulted in a better suppression of surface waves in the retrieval process and consequently in easier reflector interpretation. This can be seen, for example, comparing the retrieved common-source gathers for virtual sources at the position of geophone G24; see Figures 9e and 12e. In Figure 9e , retrieved surface-wave arrivals can still be seen distorting the retrieved nearly horizontal reflections down to 0.4 s. The better suppression of surface waves using the automatic slowness evaluation comes from the fact that this method, in its current implementation, selects for further retrieval of reflections only those correlated panels, in which the dominant arrivals are caused by body-wave noise. The visual inspection, on the other hand, only ensured that the noise panels, which are selected for retrieval of reflections, contain identifiable body-wave noise. Figure 11 . Slowness evaluation result for the (a) northeast and (b) northwest line. Crosses between the limits of −0.001 and 0.001 s∕m represent correlated panels that are dominated by body-wave noise in the selected frequency band, and crosses outside of the limits represent correlated panels dominated by surface-wave noise.
Automatic slowness evaluation for selection of correlated panels dominated by body-wave noise should, though, be used carefully. The risk is that it can reject too many correlated panels. For example, if no band-pass filtering is applied to the recorded noise before crosscorrelation, then nearly all of the data are rejected. When we use a band-pass filter between 11 and 23 Hz, only approximately 350 correlated panels are selected for further reflection retrieval. After summation of the correlations, this number proved insufficient to improve the already obtained results. For this reason, the frequency spectra in Figure 3 were examined again, and we chose to use a band-pass filter between 15 and 23 Hz before the slowness evaluation. We apply the frequency filtering before slowness evaluation, but after the crosscorrelation. This slowness evaluation resulted in the selection of 720 panels for retrieval of reflections. The selected, but unfiltered, correlated panels were then summed together. Due to the desire to keep the frequency band of the retrieved results as broad as possible, the summed results were band-pass filtered between 11 and 23 Hz. Even though this carries some risk of still retrieving some extra surface-wave energy, the broader frequency band helps the consequent interpretation of the retrieved results by suppressing apparent ringing at times when no strong arrivals are retrieved, like the time interval between 0.8 and 1.2 s. Changing the acceptance level during the slowness evaluation could further reduce the risk of rejecting too many correlated panels. For example, instead of accepting only correlated panels that are dominated by body-wave arrivals, we can select to accept panels in which the bodywave arrivals are comparable in strength to the surface-wave arrivals. Another advantage of using the automatic slowness-evaluation method is that for each of the selected panels the dominant slowness along the two orthogonal directions is known. This gives the extra opportunity to determine the dominant illumination directions as detected at the passive array. Figure 13 shows an azimuthal plot of the illumination of the passive array obtained by converting the extracted slownesses to azimuth. A comparison of the main illumination direction with the distribution of the registered earthquakes in April 2009 from Figure 1 shows a good agreement between the two. Due to this, we speculate that the sources of the recorded body-wave noise might be low-magnitude earthquakes (lower than 0.5) related to the Campulung-Sinaia-Vrancea area. As we can see from the figure, the northeast line is illuminated predominantly from the northeast. This brings the risk of incomplete reflection retrieval from SI. The known illumination directions, together with the number of correlated panels contributing to each illumination direction, could be used to balance the retrieved results. This could be achieved by normalizing a correlated panel by the panel count for this illumination direction. Note that the selective combination of positive and negative Figure 12 . Retrieved common-source gathers obtained from noise panels selected for being dominated by body-wave noise after automatic slowness evaluation. The master trace is at geophones (a) G1, (b) G6, (c) G12, (d) G18, and (e) G24 along the northeast line and at geophones (f) G1, (g) G6, (h) G12, (i) G18, and (j) G24 along the northwest line.
times in the retrieval of the reflection gather in the case of automatic slowness evaluation, could be seen as "poor man's" balancing. For the northeast line, this results in obtaining the same illumination from the SW as for the northeast.
Another source of body-wave noise could be the earthquakes occurring in the vicinity of Romania. Six such earthquakes with epicenters in Turkey, Greece, and Italy were recorded at the Romanian seismological stations located in the Campulung-Sinaia-Vrancea area at the time interval of the ambient-noise measurements. Unfortunately, the arrivals related to these earthquakes are characterized by very low amplitudes and their identification on the seismological records is difficult. Looking in the ambient-noise data, the times at which these earthquake arrivals should be recorded are dominated by surface-wave noise, which makes the identification of these earthquakes impossible. Even if such earthquakes are identified, they would likely contribute to retrieval of body-wave reflections at frequencies lower than the ones we have retrieved.
Yet another source of body-waves noise could be traffic on the roads and the railway. Nakata et al. (2011) show that S-wave reflections could be retrieved from the traffic noise using SI by crosscoherence. The passive data were recorded in an area with heavy traffic. In our case, the traffic was very infrequent and the bodywave noise generated by it would be too weak to attempt retrieval with crosscoherence.
In the stacked section from the passive survey in Figure 10b , we can see events that do not coincide with reflectors in the active section. These events might be a result from possible refraction energy in the noise, as explained above. Another cause of such events in the retrieved results is the nonhomogeneous illumination of the passive array from the noise sources. As can be seen from Figure 13 , there is a preferential illumination direction. During the summation process, this would lead to insufficient destructive interference and thus to the appearance of artifacts. Yet another potential cause for the ghost arrivals is the presence of intrinsic losses in the subsurface layers. Equation 1 was derived for a lossless medium; the application of this relation to measurements in a medium with dissipation would give rise to nonphysical arrivals in the retrieved result even if the illumination from the noise sources were homogeneous (e.g., Halliday and Draganov et al., 2010b) .
CONCLUSIONS
We applied SI to approximately 6 h of ambient noise recorded at Mizil, Romania, with the aim to retrieve reflected waves. The responses of SI were computed using noise panels with and without dominant surface waves as input data. In the case of noise panels dominated by surface waves, the SI results exhibited only retrieved surface waves. Array forming with five and 12 elements was tested to attenuate the surface waves in the recorded noise. The result with 12 elements was encouraging, but due to the short recording lines, we did not use this result for the retrieval of reflections.
We retrieved reflected waves after suppressing the surface-wave noise by frequency filtering followed by selection of recorded noise panels to be correlated. The selection was performed using two methods: visual inspection for selecting panels that are not dominated by surface-wave noise and automatic slowness evaluation for selecting crosscorrelated panels that are dominated by body-wave arrivals. We used the retrieved reflection gathers to obtain stacked subsurface images. Comparison of the two SI results with a stacked image from active seismic data showed that some retrieved events correspond to reflectors in the active data, including known geologic markers. Other retrieved events do not correspond to reflectors in the active data and might be retrieved nonphysical arrivals. The retrieved results had frequency content (imaging resolution) similar to the one from the active data. Better SI reflected waves were obtained after the automatic slowness evaluation. The evaluated slowness at the passive array suggests that the body-wave noise might be coming from the Campulung-Sinaia-Vrancea area.
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